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Another special evening – celebrating Gr. 8 and 9 music learners
and their beautiful music contributions. We are extremely
privileged to share the gift of music, to give of ourselves, and to
make the music come alive meaningfully.

A very big thank you to every parent who entrusts their children to
us to develop each learner to their full potential. It is a pleasure to
work with such a large group of musicians. The orchestra will
greatly benefit, especially from string instruments.

In as much as no two learners look alike – so it is with their
interpretation of their chosen musical instrument and the unique
sounds brought forth. The coming together of one’s emotions,
intellect and physical ability produces a well-balanced identity and
versatility, which is very sought-after in today’s society.

The future of music atThe future of music atThe future of music at
RhenishRhenishRhenish

Sonja van Amstel



Eisteddfod Stars

Front Left: Ziya Abrahams (2 CL, 1 G plus), Jenna Davidse (1 CL, 2 G plus), Mrs Van Amstel, 
Simone Singe (5 CL), Zintle Warner (1 CL, 2 G plus), Sarah-Ellen Groenewald (3 CL), 

Caryn Kaye de Bruin (4 CL), Princess Mbaya (1 CL, 2 G plus), Sienna Wilk (1 CL, 2 G plus), 
Erin Gouws (2 CL, 1 G plus), Shannon Johnson (6 CL)

Absent: NiRita Schoeman (3 G plus)

The voices of Rhenish Girls' High School took on another
Eisteddfod. This time, entering the Helderberg Eisteddfod

vocal category. All the hard work paid off, and our
Rhenishers received excellent results. 

We are extremely proud of the talent showcased.
Sonja van Amstel



Rhenish Cares
Khethani Woman's Wellness approached Rhenishers to
help pack 1000 hygiene packs for high school girls in
Lwand, Nomzamo and surrounding areas. Each hygiene
pack container contained a face cloth, a bar of body soap,
a bar of laundry soap, a roll-on and a pack of "Komani"
reusable sanitary towels. The package also contained
helpful information regarding the use of feminine
hygiene products, organisations which assist in teenage
pregnancy, and places to drop off a baby. 

All the products were supplied, and Rhenishers gathered
on Wednesday afternoon to form a very impressive
production line and packed over 1000 packs within two
hours. In the upcoming weeks, these packs will be
distributed to girls in need. Thank you to each Rhenisher
who came out to help those who do not have the basics
we so often take for granted.

Amy Davids



One of the better-known benefits of volunteering is the
impact on the community. Volunteers are often the glue that
holds a community together. Volunteering allows you to
connect to your community and make it a better place. Even
helping with the smallest tasks, such as a river clean up, can
make the biggest difference for the tiniest creatures, such as
bees. As a Stellenbosch community, Rhenish, Hoër
Meisieskool Bloemhof  and Paul Roos Gymnasium came
together to better the community park at the Eerste River.
RHECO has always believed in making a difference and
encouraging others to give back, and we are thankful for all
the learners who joined us with Bloemhof’s clean-up event. 

Thank you to Bloemhof for inviting us and allowing us to help
make a difference in our community. 

Kristy Joubert



RHECO AR TTHEME: BEESRHECO AR TTHEME: BEES



Life is life...Life is scienceLife is life...Life is science
We took Life Sciences at Rhenish Girls’ High
School during the past couple of weeks and made
it practical. Our Rhenishers experienced what the
textbook‘s pictures look and feel like in real life.

Our grade 10s opened up hearts, and our grade 11s   
dissected kidneys and did a simulation of
population counting exercise. 

This learning experience was a good example
that Rhenish, in the words of Dr Kroon, Acting
Principal and Academic Head “does not only
focus on teaching "hard skills" like math but also
provides opportunities for our learners to
observe, communicate, experience, analyse, and
evaluate.”
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HOCKEY
B R O U G H T  T O  Y O U  B Y JessJess

MatthewsMatthews  
LegendsLegends
Cup 2023Cup 2023

First Team lost 3-2 vs.
Invitational side



ST  RSRhenish

Harriet Smit
has been

selected for the
Western Cape
Cross Country

team.
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